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Purpose & Intent

standard operation
This Brand Book is a tool to enable all content creators 
for your brand to create standardized materials. With this 
guide, any user will be able to ensure the visual composition 
of elements they create remains consistent with your logo 
and other assets.

alleviated communication
With this book, communication is streamlined, reducing 
back and forth between decision makers and creators. 
Brand owners need only pass this book to those creating 
branded content to be their source of direction through 
the creative process.

comprehensive guidelines
This Brand Book provides all relevant creative guidance to 
other professionals who may have a hand in future branded 
materials. It can be shared with web developers, apparel 
makers, social media managers, signage builders and others 
to provide most, if not all, of the information relevant to 
their work.
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Primary Logos

full lockup

iconmark

wordmark
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Program Logos

full lockup

iconmark
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Logo Usage

Avoid warping or 
re-dimensioning the 
logo in any form.

Avoid using logo 
types that cannot 
be viewed in their 
entirety in certain 
crop windows.

Avoid using opaque 
background file 
types such as the 
JPG where 
transparency is 
needed - instead 
opting for the PNG, 
for example.

Recommended practices for reproductions of your logo.
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Horizontal line 
tapered on each end to 
mimic a waterline or 
smooth water surface.

Spiral and other linework 
in hand-drawn textures 
to reflect natural cycles 
and processes.

Natural weathering to 
reflect beauty in aging.

Reflections to visually 
convey the balanced 
brand iconography of 
land and water.

Style & Linework Guide

Visual elements and icons that should appear repeatedly across your 
branding to heighten consistency and recognition.

Reflections
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Mood Board

A visual map to guide the aesthetic of your future branded content.
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Primary Colors

Your exact color codes and their significance to your brand.
Hex is ideal for web design, RGB for digital applications,
and CMYK for print applications.

Hex : #006600
RGB : 0 , 102 , 0
CMYK : 87.61 , 33.85 , 100 , 28.19
Emotion : Natural, Reserved, Reliable

Hex : #008900
RGB : 0 , 137 , 0
CMYK : 86.47 , 20.43 , 100 , 8.54
Emotion : Healthy, Vibrant, Harmonious

Hex : #008272
RGB : 0 , 130 , 114
CMYK : 86.3 , 27.8 , 61.24 , 9.22
Emotion : Pure, Clear, Fluid, Dignified

Hex : #2BAD66
RGB : 43 , 173 , 102
CMYK : 77.54 , 4.31 , 81.63 , 0
Emotion : Warmth, Smoothness, Calm

Deep Green

Grass Green

Aqua

Mint
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Suggestions for possible accompaniments to the colors
already present in your core branding.

Accent Colors

Hex : #2D1C00
RGB : 45 , 28 , 0
CMYK : 58.25 , 66.38 , 80.13 , 75.38
Emotion : Certainty, Durability, Strength

Hex : #A8A831 
RGB : 168 , 168 , 49
CMYK : 38.3 , 23.43 , 100 , 1.73
Emotion : Wholesomeness, Welcome

Hex : #FEB05D
RGB : 254 , 176 , 93
CMYK : 0 , 36.01 , 70.87 , 0
Emotion : Happiness, Positivity, Pleasantness

Hex : #A08870
RGB : 160 , 136 , 112
CMYK : 36.75 , 42.51 , 56.73 , 6.41
Emotion : Relaxed, Neutrality, Balance

Dark Brown

Green Ochre

Peach

Clay
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Fonts

All fonts used are open-license for commercial and personal use.

Ideal use : article and page titles, main body text
Emotion : wise, informative, balanced, dignified, natural
Link for open-license download :
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Marcellus

Marcellus SC

Ideal use : subheadings, standalone text
Emotion : flexibility, steadiness, youthfulness, elasticity
Link for open-license download :
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Antonio

Antonio Light

Ideal use : buttons, standalone text, calls to action
Emotion : confidence, strength, durability, consistency
Link for open-license download :
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Antonio

Antonio
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Examples of materials utilizing the brand guidelines and 
components detailed throughout this guide.

Sample Branded Material

Article Title
subheading
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore 
magna aliquam erat volutpat. 
Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exerci tation

Call to Action
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Image Links

https://www.pexels.com/photo/a-narrow-strip-of-land-in-the-sea-10006887/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/rocky-formation-on-coast-of-sea-6156376/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/black-and-brown-snail-shell-on-beige-textile-134059/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/black-man-in-sportswear-jogging-in-sunny-autumn-day-7869555/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/macro-photography-of-water-waves-355288/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/elderly-couple-standing-on-a-wooden-dock-during-dusk-8796064/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/elderly-woman-holding-an-orange-surfboard-7020964/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/man-in-white-long-sleeve-shirt-and-green-shorts-sitting-in-lotus-pose-on-sand-7938550/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/woman-in-gray-hoodie-sweater-jogging-6293192/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/black-stackable-stone-decor-at-the-body-of-water-312839/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/overcast-sky-over-river-in-forest-5875867/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/person-in-white-shorts-and-white-shirt-holding-hands-of-person-in-white-shorts-7298421/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/close-up-of-legs-and-knees-8093137/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/person-holding-a-stress-ball-339620/

For free-to-use photos included in this brand book...
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For Continued Support

Reach out any time to...

Ted@LogoFurther.com

(603) 562 - 6909

LogoFurther.com


